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At its heart it has a tradition of putting people first, treating them well, and making a positive 

difference to their lives, by providing safe and secure homes, supporting strong and vibrant 

communities, and inspiring people to go beyond what is expected and deliver what can be 

imagined.  

There are challenges ahead with the economic recovery post COVID-19 and meeting the 

challenges in the housing sector driven by the impact of Grenfell and the subsequent 

recommendations in the government’s Social Housing White Paper, but we have a solid 

foundation to support us through what will be a time of significant change.  

Following another year of uncertainty and challenge I am proud to work with colleagues 

who continue to go the extra mile for our customers and have maintained a great service 

for some of Cheltenham’s most vulnerable people and families. 

Working in close partnership with the Council we are delivering on ambitious plans to 

create a town where everyone thrives. To make this a reality we will continually improve 

our customer service and ensure we listen to and act upon feedback, look at ways to make 

customers’ homes more energy efficient to support the council’s aim to be net carbon zero, 

and ensure our new and existing homes are a place customers can call home.” 

Steve Slater 

CEO, Cheltenham Borough Homes 

 

 

" Cheltenham Borough Homes is driven by people 

who have a real passion to make a positive difference 

to the lives of people living in Cheltenham.  
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Distribution of CBC-owned homes, garages, 

and leasehold properties Key: 

•  CBC-owned homes 

• CBC-owned leaseholder homes 

• CBH-owned homes 

Almost 1 in 11 homes 

in Cheltenham is 

managed by CBH 
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Investing in Cheltenham 

 

We continue to support the Council to deliver its ambitious aims for Cheltenham and the 

town’s economic recovery and are supporting achieving the challenging 2030 net 

carbon zero target, through improving homes, driving increased standards for new 

build, and making changes to business operation. 

 

Operating within the most deprived communities across Cheltenham we provide 

enhanced services that make a positive difference to people’s lives.  We see the 

person not the tenancy, and our neighbourly approach and drive to go the extra mile 

enables people to thrive and create stronger, sustainable communities. 

  

Alongside providing and maintaining quality, affordable homes, on behalf of the 

Council we provide advice for people dealing with benefits and money issues; 

support people to find work and training opportunities; hubs for and delivery of 

community activities; provide digital inclusion opportunities; and work closely 

with local schools to help students to remain in mainstream education.  

 

As an effective delivery partner, trusted and valued by the Council, local partners, and our 

customers we are aware of the challenges our communities face and are perfectly 

positioned to support customers and their families with the rising costs of living and other 

issues this can bring.  
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Helping people into work, training, and education 

We deliver a range of virtual and in person support for people trying to find work and 

training opportunities.  CBH’s Training and Employment Service (TES) has been supporting 

the people furthest away from the labour market for over a decade and has developed an 

approach to support young people at risk of exclusion. For example, during 2020-21 our 

training and employment experts helped: 
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Delivering through strong partnership working  

We’re passionate about reducing social isolation and increasing resilience within our 

communities and work closely with local partners to deliver virtual and face to face 

opportunities for learning and meeting up with others.  

We are leading a successful pilot project aimed at tackling the impact of Adverse Child 

Experiences (ACEs).  This includes working with partners to provide young people with the 

help they need to return to education following long periods of time away from school.   

Maintaining high quality landlord services 

We help people to maintain and stay in their homes and work with them to identify and 

engage with the right support.  Helping the most vulnerable households to secure a long-

term home they can sustain. We provide housing and homelessness services for the 

whole of Cheltenham:  
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Making Cheltenham Net Carbon Zero by 

2030 

To support the Council’s response to the climate emergency we’re 

developing a Carbon Reduction Strategy which includes plans for 

the existing social housing portfolio, taking account of associated 

HRA budget requirements. 

 

Investing in existing homes 

We know the value of home, which is why we have listened to customer feedback and 

are embracing technology to help us carry out more repairs each day.  

To help tackle fuel poverty and reduce the carbon impact of our homes we are piloting 

an innovative scheme to carry out deep retrofitting works and monitor the effectiveness of 

the measures taken to inform future thinking. 
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Investing in new affordable homes  

Working in partnership with the Council we’re enabling the investment of £180m in 

quality homes and thriving communities across multiple tenures including affordable 

and private rent and through multiple opportunities including the Golden Valley 

Development, and other land-led schemes.  

On schemes controlled by the Council, new homes will be designed to be net zero carbon 

buildings, helping to meet Cheltenham’s aspirations to be net zero by 2030, and consider 

other aspects such as biodiversity and fuel poverty considerations. 

This supports the wider housing strategy of the council in meeting future housing needs 

for Cheltenham. 
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Social Housing White Paper - People come first 
At the heart of CBH are our customers and we are always looking ahead to make sure we 

are providing excellent services. We offer a variety of ways customers can get involved to 

share their thoughts and have their say in person and digitally. Carrying out surveys and 

feedback groups to help scrutinise and challenge us is a huge part of our tenant 

engagement strategy. During 2020/21 we’ve had a fantastic 1,034 responses:   

 

Demonstrating excellent customer services at the right cost is crucial and ensures CBH is 

delivering value for money (VFM); it is about understanding the need to spend and managing 

that effectively to maintain strong core services and continuing to achieve positive change 

and outcomes for customers.  This ensures the rent paid into the Housing Revenue Account 

(HRA) enables us to: 
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Providing value for money (VFM)  

We set clear budgets and targets every year and monitor closely how we are doing to make 

sure we spend money in the best way to maximise the delivery of the services valued by 

our customers. Ensuring our services are value for money is important to us and so we 

regularly assess our satisfaction, performance, and costs with a comparable peer 

group in the housing sector.   

 

The following indicators are sourced directly from an external third party’s tried and tested 

benchmarking model, widely used across the sector.  The infographics show which quartile 

we are in, in the top right corner (1 = top 25%, 2 = top 50%, and so on), and our current 

performance.   

 

Satisfaction levels are strong during challenging times, suggesting that our services and 

how we operate are meeting the needs of our customers.  This is a key part of our 

approach; we listen and then we act on feedback wherever possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Performance is also strong, as shown by the indicators below, demonstrating that we are 

delivering high quality core landlord services.  It is of note that the management of lettings 

and rent and arrears during a time of increasing pressure on tenants and CBH colleagues 

has remained well above sector medians. Health and Safety has always been a priority for 

CBH, demonstrated by our seventh consecutive RoSPA Gold Award for H&S Management, 

ensuring effective management in this critical area. 

 

Our planned programmes of investment in existing homes allow us to meet statutory 

compliance, improve energy performance and the quality of homes in ways that assist our 

customers and contribute to their satisfaction/quality of life.  For example, this investment 

in homes has resulted in a SAP figure (an indicator of energy efficiency) that has increased 

year on year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our tenancy management team connect support from other CBH teams and local partners 

to achieve better outcomes for customers than would otherwise be the case.   

Satisfaction with the service 
provided 

2 Satisfaction that rent provides 
value for money 

1 Satisfaction with repairs and 
maintenance overall 

2 Satisfaction that their views are 
listened to and acted upon 

2 

Average days taken to complete 
repairs 

1 Current and former tenant 
arrears 

1 Average SAP rating 2 Void rent loss 1 
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Our person-centred community-focussed approach supports CBC’s aim to enable 

Cheltenham’s communities to engage and thrive and support the most vulnerable to 

improve their quality of life. 

 

This high level of satisfaction and performance comes from investing in supporting 

strong communities and therefore our costs for housing management services are higher 

than the peer group average.  Effective neighbourhood and community investment, with 

the involvement of tenants, supports local aims led by CBC and which CBH is very well 

placed to help deliver.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Costs per property (CPP) for major works and cyclical maintenance are higher than 

average.  We continue to invest in existing homes, based on data sourced from our stock 

surveys, enabling us to maintain safe, and high-quality homes.  This level is set to 

continue, reflecting the increase in some aspects of major work (e.g., windows and doors 

and showers) and starting to invest in specific carbon reduction measures on a ‘fabric first’ 

approach.  Costs for responsive repair and void works are lower than average when 

compared with our peers as are overhead costs other than premises which will reduce in 

due course under savings plans being delivered by CBH for the HRA.  

 

We believe the services we deliver on behalf of CBC are value for money.  We continue to 

monitor and balance the three elements of VFM whilst seeking opportunities to become 

more efficient, find cost savings, and free up further resources in the HRA for investment in 

services, existing homes, and new homes.   

 

CBH is uniquely positioned in Cheltenham, a trusted and valued presence in homes and 

communities where there is potential to make a huge positive difference to the lives of 

thousands of people and families.  CBH is a catalyst for positive change, working closely 

and successfully with other local agencies to that end. 

Premises CPP 4 HR CPP 2 IT CPP 2 Finance CPP 2 

Direct CPP of major and cyclical 
maintenance 

4 Direct CPP of responsive repairs 
and void works 

2 Direct CPP of tenancy 
management 

3 
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